Food Fit for a Royal Kingdom
Chef Bansani Nawisamphan to Present 2 Special Nights of Thai Cuisine at Maya Sanur Resort and Spa in Bali April 22 and 26, 2017

(4/11/2017) Chef Bansani Nawisamphan, the 'Thai Celebrity Cruise Line Chef' will bring some of her signature dishes to the Maya Sanur in Bali on April 22 and 26, 2017.

Born and raised in Thailand, Chef Bansani discovered a passion for food at an early age and decide that her future life would be as a chef.

Describing the passion for her chosen profession, Chef Bansani said: "It's an exhilarating feeling to create dishes and an experience not only for yourself but which your guest truly appreciate and share the same passion."

This talented Chef will also teach a Thai Cooking course in Ubud at the Maya Ubud while presenting two memorable culinary events in Sanur.

**Royal Thai Buffet**
*Maya Sanur Resort and Spa*
Saturday, April 22, 2017
Starting at 7:00 pm
Rp. 350,000 ++ per person

**Thai Street Grill**
*Maya Sanur Resort and Spa*
Wednesday, April 26, 2017
5:00 pm – 7:00 pm
IDR 350,000++ per person
26 APRIL 2017 | 5.00 pm - 7.00 pm

Reservations are required and prices are subject to 21% service charge and government tax.

For menus and more information visit the Website

Tel: +62-(0)361 849 7800
Email: Maya Sanur